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ETHIOPIA
Internally Displaced  
Persons (IDP) Strategy (2021 – 2023)

Advancing multi-stakeholder 
HQJDJHPHQW�WR�ͤQG�DQG�
sustain solutions: a continued 
commitment to address forced 
displacement 

The Ethiopia Country Unit of the Regional Durable 
Solutions Secretariat (ReDSS) was established in 
June 2018 with the initial focus on supporting 
Comprehensive Refugee Response Framework 
(CRRF) engagement. However, with the 
simultaneously growing challenges as 
well as opportunities in relation to internal 
displacement, ReDSS in collaboration 
with its members decided to 
strengthen focus and engagement 
on shaping and advancing an internal 
displacement agenda in Ethiopia.
 
This document is intended for ReDSS and ReDSS Ethiopia 
members, with the aim to outline a ReDSS IDP strategy based 
on an operational context analysis including stakeholder mapping and analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities 
and threats related to IDP engagement for ReDSS and its members. It is also informed by the current socio-political 
context in Ethiopia, additionally impacted by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. 

The strategy is based on a theory of change and structured along the four pillars of ReDSS work: research and analysis, 
capacity development, policy dialogue and coordination. 

This document serves as a narrative summary for a comprehensive strategy workplan that includes detailed activities, 
key stakeholders, approaches, success factors and indicators. 

Kebrebeyah Refugee Camp in Somali Regional State. Credit, Synergy Habesh Film and Communications PLC
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I. Internal displacement context 
in Ethiopia  

Many of the political reforms undertaken by the Government of Ethiopia 
since 2018 have created space for greater engagement on access to rights 
for displacement affected communities. At the same time, the country has 
witnessed a strong increase in inter-communal violence, frequently along 
ethnic lines, leading to a rapid increase in internal displacement in many parts 
RI�WKH�FRXQWU\��7KLV�IXUWKHU�FRPSRXQGHG�WKH�DOUHDG\�GLIͤFXOW�GLVSODFHPHQW�
G\QDPLFV�ZLWK�VLJQLͤFDQW�QXPEHUV�RI�SHRSOH�OLYLQJ�LQ�SURWUDFWHG�FOLPDWH�
– induced displacement, mostly in traditionally underdeveloped areas. 
To address the rapidly growing number of IDPs, a series of large-scale, 
government-led returns of IDPs have taken place. In many cases, returns 
KDYH�EHHQ�FDUULHG�RXW�ZLWKRXW�VXIͤFLHQW�SUHSDUHGQHVV�DQG�ZLWK�VLJQLͤFDQW�
concerns on the levels of voluntariness, safety and dignity of the returns. 
7KLV�UDLVHG�VLJQLͤFDQW�FRQFHUQV�DPRQJ�WKH�KXPDQLWDULDQ�FRPPXQLW\�LQ�
Ethiopia but also complicated relations among stakeholders, who adopted 
varying approaches to respond to  return processes.  

Against this backdrop, processes aimed at advancing durable solutions 
for IDPs and strengthening the protection of IDPs’ rights were initiated, 
borrowing also from the experience of neighbouring Somalia. In December 
2019 the Government of Ethiopia, with support of IOM and the UN Resident 
&RRUGLQDWRU̵V�2IͤFH�ODXQFKHG�WKH�'XUDEOH�6ROXWLRQV�,QLWLDWLYH��'6,��DQG�LQ�
)HEUXDU\������(WKLRSLD�UDWLͤHG�WKH�.DPSDOD�&RQYHQWLRQ��7KH�VHTXHQFH�RI�
these processes, differing approaches and prioritized principles chosen by 
involved agencies resulted in varying, even conflicting, interpretations of 
and support to the DSI and durable solutions in general from the side of 
Humanitarian International Non-Governmental Organizations (HINGOs), 
UN agencies and donors. Overall, there is a recognition that the DSI is an 
evolving platform and the process of advancing its formulation needs to be 
more inclusive, especially of displacement affected communities and NGOs.  

7KH�&29,'����SDQGHPLF�KDV�VLJQLͤFDQWO\�LPSDFWHG�WKH�SDFH�DQG�VFRSH�RI�
these discussions as attention and resources were shifted to the emergency 
response. At the same time, returns have continued to occur, at times 
presented as a government – led response aimed at decongesting IDP 
settlements as a COVID-19 mitigation measure, as provision of solutions, or 
in some cases, both. As preparedness and coordination were again lacking 
and the return processes aggravated humanitarian needs, the ability to 
advance solutions in a principled manner have remained an urgent question. 

While maintaining a dual focus and continuing, in parallel to the preparedness 
and response efforts, dialogue and engagement around the need to address 
long-term displacement and solutions issues, the current situation also 
presents an opportunity to reconsider and rebuild ReDSS members’ 
engagement in solutions, both within the premises drawn by the DSI, but 
also more broadly by linking ongoing emergency responses with early/
transitional solutions.  

Students leave school at Shedder refugee camp, Somali Region. Credit: UNHCR/Jiro Ose
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II. Theory of Change for IDP Focused Solutions

Based on the operational context analysis and the SWOT analysis, ReDSS has 
developed a theory of change (ToC). ReDSS will focus on;

 building a common narrative on solutions and solutions programming 
among its members and other stakeholders, starting from strengthening 
a solutions mainstreaming lens in existing programming,

 strengthening the impact displacement affected communities (DAC) have 
on the solutions programmes and policies and building trust between 
NGOs, UN and government and by this support an environment conducive 
for dedicated multi-donor durable solutions area-based programmes and 
policies informed by evidence and learning.  
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III. Strategy

The ReDSS Ethiopia IDP strategy is aligned with the updated four pillars of ReDSS 
engagement  between 2021 and 2023.  The strategy is a living document to 
be reviewed and adapted based on the changes in context, progress achieved 
and lessons learnt.

The overall objective is to increase access to durable solutions for displacement 
DIIHFWHG�FRPPXQLWLHV�LQ�(WKLRSLD�WKURXJK�VDIH��GLJQLͤHG�DQG�YROXQWDU\�SURFHVVHV�
led by the government and supported by ReDSS members, civil society and 
academia. 

ReDSS Ethiopia IDP Durable Solutions Strategy Pillar Priority Areas
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Research and Analysis 

 The role of ReDSS as a 
secretariat is to engage 
members and other 
stakeholders in the process 
of joint agenda setting.

ReDSS members and other Durable Solutions actors strengthen use 
of evidence to inform solutions processes in Ethiopia through the 
application of a shared framework and harmonized tools

 In its approach to strengthened use of evidence, ReDSS will follow the 
adapted Protection Information Management process and principles, 
with particular focus on inclusive, iterative and people-centred 
processes. 

 Success factors include holding joint context analysis workshops 
between stakeholders and increased consensus on and inter-agency 
use of internal displacement related data available in Ethiopia, 
introduction of harmonized post-return monitoring and use of the 
ͤQGLQJV�IRU�HYLGHQFH�EDVHG�DGYRFDF\�

ReDSS members and other actors contribute to a common research 
agenda on internal displacement

 ReDSS will promote people centred approaches and maximize use 
of secondary data. ReDSS also needs to understand the incentives 
IRU�GXW\�EHDUHUV�DQG�GHFLVLRQ�PDNHUV�WR�XVH�UHVHDUFK�ͤQGLQJV�WR�
inform their decisions and actions. 

 The role of ReDSS as a secretariat is to engage members and other 
stakeholders in the process of joint agenda setting. Members will 
contribute to the process and include agreed priorities in upcoming 
programme development and resource mobilization processes. 
Among the key stakeholders to engage with are in addition to ReDSS+ 
members, community-based organizations, displacement affected 
communities, academia and research institutions as well as the 
Durable Solution Working Groups at federal and subnational level.

 Success factors include a space created to discuss (and possibly 
fund) a joint research agenda and at least one of the priority research 
themes addressed in line with ReDSS standards, as well as increased 
contribution of non-ReDSS members to the agenda.
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Capacity Development

 Taking into account the 
evolving context, ReDSS 
will primarily support 
members through 
strengthened solutions 
mainstreaming. 

Strengthened understanding and use of durable solutions, including 
early solutions and solutions mainstreaming programming approaches 
by ReDSS members

 Taking into account the evolving context, ReDSS will primarily 
support members through strengthened solutions mainstreaming. 
Where possible blended (webinars, self-paced e-learning, in-person 
trainings) modalities will be implemented. ReDSS will also support 
programme adaptation through bilateral engagement with members 
and a ‘programme clinic’ approach.

 The role of ReDSS as a secretariat is to identify learning priorities 
to inform a common learning agenda on solutions and support 
addressing directly or through engagement with ReDSS members 
and other stakeholders. ReDSS members will contribute by co-
facilitating learning processes based on their thematic expertise 
and adapt programmes based on learning.  

 Success factors include commencement of the solutions 
mainstreaming training and adaptation of programmes to strengthen 
their solutions sensitivity.   

Dedicated programmes on durable solutions to displacement 
implemented in Ethiopia with NGO co-leadership

 ReDSS will advocate for an inclusive process of collective outcomes 
formulation for durable solutions programmes, ideally within the DSI 
framework and support members in aligning programmes to the DSI 
priorities at the same time providing guidance on and practical tools 
for principled engagement on solutions. ReDSS will support multi-
stakeholder engagement and support programme development by 
sharing evidence and learning from other contexts.  

 ReDSS as a secretariat will support building relations and potential 
partnerships for joint programming between NGOs and UN as well 
DV�VXSSRUW�LWV�PHPEHUV�LQ�WKH�LGHQWLͤFDWLRQ�RI�RSSRUWXQLWLHV�IRU�
principled programmatic engagement on advancing solutions, and 
dialogue with donors. 

 Success factors include joint endorsement of collective outcomes 
within the DSI as well as endorsement of minimum conduciveness 
criteria for solutions by the DSWG and development of at least one 
dedicated DS programme by the end of 2021.
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Policy Dialogue  

 ReDSS will support 
meaningful engagement 
and contribution of its 
members in processes 
related to the DSI.

Multiple donor funding for dedicated durable solutions programmes 
with NGO co-leadership

� 5H'66�ZLOO�XVH�D�FRPSUHKHQVLYH�GLVSODFHPHQW�ͤQDQFLQJ�VWXG\�
as well as learning from Somalia to inform dialogue with donors 
on possible funding architecture. Efforts will be aligned with the 
strategic directions and collective outcomes set out in the DSI with 
consideration given to principled approaches, phased engagement 
and joint multi-stakeholder programming.

 As a secretariat ReDSS will support donor engagement with the 
Humanitarian and Resilience Donor Working Group, to highlight the 
importance of dedicated durable solutions funding, while providing 
learning and evidence based on the experience of other countries in 
the region. ReDSS members will include durable solutions as part of 
WKH�DJHQF\�VSHFLͤF�UHVRXUFH�PRELOL]DWLRQ�HIIRUWV��5H'66�ZLOO�ZRUN�
closely with the DSWG and Durable Solutions Fund Secretariat on 
coordinated resource mobilization. 

 Success factors include progress on donor discussions on the 
possible DS funding architecture in Ethiopia.    

  

Strengthen understanding of the DSI as a platform/umbrella initiative 
WR�DGYDQFH�GXUDEOH�VROXWLRQV�DQG�GHͤQH�WKH�VSDFH�+,1*2V�DQG�5H'66�
members would like to take within it.

 ReDSS will support members in strategically aligning DS programmes 
and will ensure its members perspectives are considered in the 
process to the DSI review and adaptation to increase its collective 
ownership, relevance and effectiveness for displacement affected 
communities. 

 ReDSS as a secretariat will support meaningful engagement and 
contribution of its members in processes related to the DSI especially 
its review, further conceptualization and institutionalization by 
ensuring NGOs have space to shape the DSI as well as providing 
XSGDWHV�DQG�IDFLOLWDWLQJ�ZKHQ�UHOHYDQW�VSHFLDOL]HG�EULHͤQJV�RQ�
progress and adaptation of the DSI.  

 Success factors include participation of ReDSS members in the DSI 
review/adaptation process, if held and inclusion of their contributions 
in the strategic documents.     
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 ReDSS as a secretariat will 
support its members in 
reaching joint positions and 
harmonizing messaging 
while engaging with 
external stakeholders to 
maximize the impact of 
joint positions. 

Advance common positions among ReDSS members, and possibly 
beyond, on issues affecting the ability of displacement affected people 
to seek and achieve solutions 

 ReDSS as a secretariat will support its members in reaching joint 
positions and harmonizing messaging while engaging with external 
stakeholders to maximize the impact of joint positions. Leveraging its 
diverse membership and the presence of ReDSS members in various 
coordination fora, ReDSS will support the inclusion of harmonized 
messages across these foras to support access to solutions for 
displacement affected communities. 

 ReDSS will support dialogue among all key stakeholders especially 
ReDSS members, DSWG at federal and subnational level, UN agencies, 
donors and government entities in an effort to harmonize positions 
and messaging. 

 Success factors include endorsement and use of joint messages 
by ReDSS members in their advocacy and their mainstreaming in 
policy dialogue efforts undertaken by coordination foras they are 
part of.

Support linkages and synergies between DSI and other response frameworks

 ReDSS will engage with stakeholders coordinating the humanitarian and development frameworks on outlining 
linkages between the DSI and the other frameworks.

 ReDSS as a secretariat will engage with actors across the humanitarian-development-peacebuilding spectrum 
VXFK�DV�81�2&+$��,QWHU�&OXVWHU�&RRUGLQDWLRQ�*URXS��,&&*���81'3��*RYHUQPHQW�HQWLWLHV�WR�VXSSRUW�LGHQWLͤFDWLRQ�
of linkages between the DSI as the key DS strategic framework and other response plans like the Humanitarian 
Response Plan, Growth and Transformation Plan III, UN Resilience Framework. 

 Success factors include solutions-sensitive language in the annual HRP process.

  

Strengthen contribution of ReDSS members to policy processes which influence the situation of displacement 
affected communities

 ReDSS will support and promote increased dialogue, coordination and engagement around IDPs at 
national level with government and in coordination with key stakeholders (UN, donors and humanitarian 
and development partners) particularly on (1) Returns and principled action; (2) Conflict sensitivity, peace 
building and social cohesion; (3) Engagement with local actors/local authorities to enhance capacity towards 
locally-led approaches; (4) Early solutions to emergencies while maintaining longer-term approaches (i.e. 
COVID-19, locust invasion, and other emergencies) ensure a dual focus that addresses early solutions and 
emergency response within longer-term planning for protracted displacement issues; (5) Needs-based 
targeting and responses.  

 Among the key stakeholders for ReDSS to engage with on policy process are national authorities, especially 
the National Disaster Risk Management Commission and the Ministry of Peace, as well as relevant regional 
%XUHDXV�DQG�5HJLRQDO�3UHVLGHQWV�2IͤFHV��

 Success factors include the incorporation of ReDSS members feedback in the IDP proclamation and other 
UHOHYDQW�SROLFLHV�UHODWHG�WR�WKH�.DPSDOD�&RQYHQWLRQ�GRPHVWLFDWLRQ�DQG�SURWHFWLRQ�RI�ULJKWV�RI�,'3V��
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Coordination  

 ReDSS will leverage the 
diverse expertise and 
geographical coverage of 
its membership to ensure 
balanced representation in 
various coordination fora 
either directly or through 
individual partners. 

Through structured engagement in relevant coordination fora ReDSS 
maintains and strengthens its position as dialogue facilitator and actor 
bridging various communication channels

 ReDSS either as secretariat or through its individual members will 
be part of key coordination fora related to durable solutions such as 
the Durable Solutions Working Groups at Federal and subnational 
level, the UN Team on Durable Solutions, HINGO and RINGOs, Ethiopia 
Humanitarian Country Team, Protection Cluster, ICCG thus will closely 
engage with the RCO, IOM, UN OCHA, UNHCR. 

 While ReDSS as a secretariat will participate in key coordination 
fora at Federal level as well as in DSWGs in Somali and Oromia 
Regional States, it will leverage the diverse expertise and geographical 
coverage of its membership to ensure balanced representation 
in various coordination fora either directly or through individual 
partners. ReDSS will also support internal coordination among its 
members in Ethiopia through the ReDSS+ structure. 

 Success factors include regular ReDSS representation in coordination 
meetings and sharing and discussing feedback from meetings in 
ReDSS meetings.

Strengthened inclusion of national actors, CSO and DAC in coordination 
mechanisms

 ReDSS will adapt its locally led strategy to the Ethiopia context and 
strengthen engagement with national actors. ReDSS will build on 
the learning on community engagement obtained through the CRRF  
focused Seminar Series conducted by ReDSS Ethiopia. 

 ReDSS will focus on stronger engagement with national actors, 
civil society organizations and displacement affected communities 
through the ReDSS+ structure, to ensure their perspectives inform 
strategic durable solutions planning.

 Success factors include increased number of national NGOs and 
CSOs contributing to ReDSS agenda.
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Regular cross-country learning between Somalia, South Sudan and 
Ethiopia

 With the aim to create space for experience sharing, institutionalize 
IDP focused programme learning and to create a community of 
practice at regional level, ReDSS secretariat will coordinate the 
development of a common learning programme for interested NGOs 
from Ethiopia, Somalia and South Sudan. 

 ReDSS Ethiopia will work closely with ReDSS Somalia and DRC 
South Sudan on the cross-country learning initiative which will 
create space for experience sharing and learning between ReDSS+ 
members from Ethiopia, Somalia and NGOs in South Sudan. 

 Success factors include a positive evaluation of cross – country 
learning events by ReDSS members, and continued cross-country 
engagement among ReDSS members.

Strengthen bilateral collaboration with non-ReDSS members

 ReDSS will engage with the selected stakeholders who are non-ReDSS 
members and develop Terms of Reference (ToRs) on collaboration 
and related workplans.

 Success factors include formally agreed ToRs for collaboration and 
implemented joint initiatives.   

Back cover: Women carrying jerry cans in 
Somali Regional State, Credit: Poonwai Nang, 
Oxfam Hongkong
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The Regional Durable Solutions Secretariat 
(ReDSS) is a coordination and information 
hub that acts to catalyse forward thinking 

and policy development on durable solutions 
for displacement. ReDSS seeks to improve 

joint learning and programming, inform policy 
processes, enhance capacity development 
and facilitate coordination in the collective 

search for durable solutions. It is comprised 
of 14 organisations working together to 

maintain focused momentum and stakeholder 
engagement towards durable solutions for 

displacement-affected communities in East 
Africa and the Horn of Africa.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Hosted at the Danish Refugee Council

Lower Kabete Road (Ngecha Road Junction)
P. O. Box 14762-00800, Westlands, Nairobi.
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